
All on a budget



 Invest in some good brayers 
◦ I’ve had my brayers for 20+years

 Spend just a little more on good ink and 
tempera
◦ My faves are Sax inks and VersaTemp

 Buy some decent sponge applicators-
brayers, sponges, dabbers

 Sponge brayer with tempera instead of ink



 If it will take ink, print on it!
◦Newspaper, construction paper, copy 
paper, recycled and repurposed

◦ Fabrics, cardboard



 I will blast through several fun ideas, working 
from younger to older.

 I have tried a version of all these, and find 
they work well with special needs kiddos too.

 After presentation we will create a version of 
a silk screen print that is cheap, easy, and 
fun, and can be done 4/5 th grade up

 This slideshow is available in the resource 
site

 Or- follow me on Pinterest: 
◦ www.pinterest.com/ldunkeso



 Look at Mondrian
 Glue a white sheet on a 

contrasting background 
to make a border

 Glue down some primary 
color shapes

 Print with a piece of 
cardboard dipped in 
black paint, stressing 
vertical or horizontal

 If time, glue shapes in 
border

Hint: Wrap the cardboard in tape- use 
it again



 Layer #1: 
Crayon
◦ Think 

rubbings, 
geometric or 
organic shape, 
tracing cups 
for circles

 #2: Cut or 
torn paper 
scraps

 #3 Paint 
(Warm/cool, 
tint/shade?)

• LAST:  Print 
using cups, 
lids, bubble 
wrap



 Steal some cafeteria 
straws.

 Mix a few drops of 
dishsoap with food 
coloring or tempera

 Use repurposed plastic 
produce tray

 Bubble away, and lay 
paper on top

How about a…STYROFOAM FISH??



 Foam print matrix
 Cut out so no 

overprinting (Junk in 
the margins or 
borders)

 Stress 
craftsmanship: 
(fingerprints=yucky)



 Architectural prints on 
foam matrix

 Cut out buildings? 
Interchangable parts?

 Use ink pens to impress 
details

 Limit ink/paint color 
choices for easy cleanup 
and faster printing

 Print on old dictionary or 
encyclopedia pages

 Trim and mount- display 
is everything



 Scrap blocks of wood
 Stuff for textures:
◦ Shelf padding, produce 

bag net, doiley, lace, hot 
glue lines, whatever!

 Coat with gel medium 
to make them last 



 Use as individual 
stamps:
◦ Pattern and repetition
◦ Balance
◦ Variety and harmony

 The older kids love these 
too, just give some 
design parameters



 Allows for 
rearranging and 
editing of design

 Can add multiple 
colors if you 
REGISTER while 
printing

 Umm.. Don’t let 
them go down the 
drain during 
cleanup… 
custodian angry….

Hint- tape 
this down!



 Print, turn, print 
again with lighter 
ink





 Create a design that rotates 
on a corner (Islamic designs 
for inspiration?)

 Why is this smart?
◦ Reinforces math concepts
◦ Higher order design thinking
◦ Bigger print + smaller 

matrix=cheaper- YAY!
◦ Are you clever enough to 

design one that prints both 
ways? (Inside corner and 
outside corner?

◦ How does your design change?

Hint: Give Graph 
paper to plan 
designs on-
Design HALF then 
fold and transfer



 Edit a selfie
 Bump up the contrast
 Print
 What could we do to make this 

more fun?
◦ Print on a different surface?
◦ Repeat?
◦ Reverse/Negative? (Print light on 

dark?)
◦ What if we print on a woven or torn 

paper collage?



 If you can handle an 
X-acto, you can do 
this

 3 surfaces-
◦ Solid (Peel nothing 

away)
◦ Striped (Peel top layer 

off revealing 
corrugation)
◦ and blank (Peel away 

both layers)



 Poke/punch holes
 Insert and turn



 http://sparkboxstudio.com/the-joy-of-
kitchen-lithography/

 This looks fun!
 Etching tinfoil 
 With Coke!



 http://plbrown.blogspot.com/2015/08/easy-
peasy-screen-printing-activity.html?m=1

 Use Freezer paper to cut stencil
 Use cheapo window shears for 

fabric
 Iron on the BACK side of fabric
 Put into embroider frame
 Use cardboard as squeegee
 Or use sponge to print through



 You have in your bag:
 A matboard scrap frame
 Four blank pages to print on
 Freezer paper scrap
 Two fabric pieces 
 A matboard ‘hole’ to trace if you need for size and 

to be a MINI CUTTING BOARD
 Paper plate to keep the mess on
 Some images to use quickly if you want ‘em
 Some modge podge
 An old plastic card SQUEEGEE!



FREEZER PAPER METHOD: MODGE PODGE METHOD

 Draw/trace/cut design 
out of freezer paper

 Use ‘hole’ pattern for 
size

 Iron onto fabric- shiny 
side down, fabric under

 Staple onto frame- paper 
side down- ON BOTTOM

 Tape edges
 Print

 Draw/trace image  
 Use ‘hole’ pattern for 

size
 Staple/stretch fabric 

onto frame
 Trace onto fabric
 Paint in areas that WILL 

NOT PRINT with M/P
 Dry thoroughly 
 Tape edges
 Print


